As of January 2019, IQMS is becoming DELMIAWORKS, joining the global manufacturing powerhouse Dassault Systèmes and its portfolio of innovative brands.
A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO MEDICAL DEVICE MANUFACTURING

MODULES THAT WORK TOGETHER
Because all modules are designed, developed, and supported by DELMIAWORKS®, they operate as a powerful and cohesive solution. EnterpriseIQ is an innovative system capable of handling all your extended ERP needs with a single database - all without the need for expensive third-party software interfaces. This enables a truly streamlined approach to helping manufacturing enterprises stay lean, along with the ability for entire facilities to go completely paperless in their operations.

POWERFUL ACCESSIBLE TECHNOLOGY
DELMIAWORKS designs its powerful EnterpriseIQ modules for those who use it most - employees. Not only is the user interface intuitive — leading to training costs that are a fraction of most competitors’ fees — it performs credential checks for operators at the work center. This ensures only those who have completed training and are certified to operate specific machinery are permitted to do so by the system.

SINGLE DATABASE
The DELMIAWORKS total solution eliminates the need and cost of managing multiple databases. The Oracle® powered database is embedded in EnterpriseIQ, delivering seamless utilization while centralizing business activity across your entire supply chain. That means complete access to accurate and current information to everyone at all times.

INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
DELMIAWORKS medical quality suite provides tools and capabilities necessary to cost-effectively manage compliance with quality issues while facilitating internal communication and collaboration. These industry-specific modules address:

- ISO 13485 and 9001 standards
- Current Good Manufacturing Practice (CGMP)
- CFR and FDA requirements
- Track and trace capability
- Up-front risk assessment
- Secure electronic signature and document control to comply with 21 CFR Part 11
- Complete audit trail of manufacturing processes
- Corrective Action/Preventive Action (CAPA) and Process/Product PQ functionality
- Product Lifecycle Management
- Non-conforming product review and tracking
ENTERPRISEIQ CORE ERP MODULES
INDUSTRY SPECIFIC DESIGN
EnterpriseIQ was designed for various manufacturing environments on our philosophy that speaking the industry language is the key to success. And that's why our system comes standard with robust functionality for several industry specific needs. Our package meets the unique requirements of all manufacturers, such as unlimited track and trace, product identification and serialization, compliance tracking and more.

MANUFACTURING/SHOP FLOOR PLANNING
EnterpriseIQ provides a complete manufacturing and shop floor planning system with all the tools necessary to manage production across one facility or multiple plants. The system allows users to make instant decisions based on the total production picture. Optimized scheduling identifies the best start time for each job and any constraints that may affect delivery.

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION
EnterpriseIQ’s sales and distribution modules allow immediate response to customer inquiries, order status, history, and tracking. Requests such as ASNs and multiple shipping destinations are easily addressed. Part number cross reference, commissions, and commodities are readily obtainable and information is always available.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
EnterpriseIQ makes financial management easy and flexible by providing seamless access to data from sales, distribution, and manufacturing. Intuitive drill-down capabilities allow quick and accurate data analysis. Our comprehensive accounting and general office management system conforms to all generally accepted accounting principles and supports multiple companies, profit centers, and currencies.

MACHINE-SIDE QUALITY AND SPC
Not only does EnterpriseIQ provide the ability to perform extensive quality and Statistical Process Control (SPC) operations within the system, when coupled with a tablet or RTStation, this can be accomplished machine-side. This allows for quick decision-making to occur, ensuring only good parts are created while preventing excess scrap from eating-away at your bottom line.

MEDICAL MANUFACTURING SPECIALTY
Stay accountable with DELMIAWORKS’ powerful ERP and MES systems built on a single database to effectively manage FDA compliance — including complex labeling requirements — medical device quality and enterprise-wide traceability. DELMIAWORKS customers turn to our customized modules to address their ever-evolving and complex needs.

For more information, please visit www.iqms.com or call 1.866.367.3772
Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 210,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.